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 Zdf omroep film robon : -Hey tare Cine-Veer .Q: Laptop won't show Windows logo after boot (only Ubuntu) This is my first
post here, I am pretty new to Ubuntu. I am running Ubuntu 14.04 as my main OS. My laptop has been suffering from strange
problems for a while now and last week it gave me a Kernel Panic when booting so I decided to wipe everything and reinstall
Ubuntu. Everything went fine for a couple of days but then it stopped booting and the PC can't even show the Windows logo.

When I remove the hard drive and connect it directly to my TV (which is plugged into my PC), Windows logo works fine but I
don't have any monitor connected to the laptop. When I connect the monitor, the Windows logo doesn't show up. I tried to

change video drivers but that didn't work. I had to change the xorg.conf file manually to do that. Now my only option is to boot
with another monitor connected to my PC and everything works fine. The reason I was trying to change video drivers was

because a friend was telling me to try them when I was having this problem. Is there a way to solve this? This is my Xorg.conf
file. A: I solved this issue by running this command in terminal: sudo nvidia-xconfig So basically I just made Ubuntu switch

back to the Nvidia card and everything works fine now. I found this solution here: Samui Island Samui Island is an island in the
Andaman Islands, India. It is part of a chain of islands extending for miles to the north of Thailand in the Gulf of Thailand. It is
located from Port Blair and north of Mergui Island. Geography The island is the largest in the Mergui Archipelago. It is a low-
lying, thin, long, wide and high volcanic cone, lying deep, just off the east coast of Burma. It is slightly cone-shaped and has a

narrow high flat peak. Geologically it is part of the Nakhon Si Thammarat volcanic arc and lies in a shallow depression.
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